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                Another woman brutally murdered

                            
                April 8, 2024            

            
                            
Niël Terblanché



The 29-year-old Frieda Amadhila was allegedly killed by her 22-year-old boyfriend in the early hours of Monday at a flat in Windhoek.



Chief Inspector Elifas Kuwinga, member of t...
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                Namcor to start receiving its shares from Angolan oil deal

                            
                April 8, 2024            

            
                            
Erasmus Shalihaxwe



The National Petroleum Corporation of Namibia (Namcor), will start receiving shares from the Sungara Energies oil deal when transaction completion has been achieved.



Namcor S...
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                Justice ministry spent N$35 million on legal aid

                            
                April 8, 2024            

            
                            
Erasmus Shalihaxwe



A total of 9,110 people applied for legal aid during the 2023/24 financial year, of which 5,428 applications were granted while some are still pending.



This was done with a b...
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                Namdeb workers claim union received bribes while workers sleep in the open

                            
                April 8, 2024            

            
                            
Martin Endjala



Employees of Namdeb who have been sleeping in tents in Oranjemund accused the Mineworkers Union (MUN) of taking bribes from the country’s largest diamond miner, to ignore their prob...
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                Lion mauls resident of Katima

                            
                April 8, 2024            

            
                            
Niël Terblanché



A resident of Katima Mulilo, Likando Mambena, sustained serious injuries when a stray lion attacked him earlier on Monday.



The lion is possibly part of a pride of lions that wer...
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                Swapo members distance themselves from IPC funding allegations.

                            
                April 8, 2024            

            
                            
Ester Mbathera



Former Swapo parliamentarians have distanced themselves from a list circulating on social media claiming they are part of a group that funds the Independent Patriots for Change (IPC...
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                Namport and Africa Global Logistics forge partnership to enhance Port of Walvis Bay

                            
                April 7, 2024            

            
                            
Niël Terblanché



The Namibian Ports Authority (Namport) has signed a landmark agreement with Africa Global Logistics (AGL) to oversee the operations of the bulk terminal in the strategic Port of Wa...
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                Katjavivi want ACC budget increased to better combat corruption
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                President Mbumba gains insight into green economy advances
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                Ondangwa Town Council Boosts Local Sports Teams with N$93,000 Sponsorship
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                Katjavivi concerned by delayed petition responses
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                Editorial
                Charting a future for a youthful, growing population

                            
                March 15, 2024            
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                Editorial
                Commitment strengthens the pillars of democracy in Namibia

                            
                March 8, 2024            
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                Editorial
                Namibia’s National Budget: Marching relentlessly in the direction of economic recovery and social equity

                            
                March 1, 2024            
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                Editorial
                Reimagining education in Namibia for a brighter future

                            
                February 16, 2024            
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                South Africa will have excellent citrus harvest

                            
                April 4, 2024            

            
                            
The Citrus Growers Association of Southern Africa has said citrus fruit quality for 2024 looks excellent, and the harvesting timing is expected to be normal.



CEO Justin Chadwick said overall, an i...
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                Copper, zinc prices decline

                            
                April 4, 2024            

            
                            
The prices of copper and zinc declined, while that of gold increased in 2023 over 2022. The average price of copper dropped by 3.8% to U$8490 per metric tonne in 2023.



This was on the back of decl...
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                EFT transactions valued at N$388bn in 2023

                            
                April 4, 2024            

            
                            
The value of Electronic Funds Transfers (EFTs) transactions processed by Namclear was significantly higher in 2023 than in 2022. EFT transactions processed increased to 27 million, valued at N$388 bi...
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                Commercial production achieved at the Langer Heinrich

                            
                April 4, 2024            

            
                            
Paladin Energy Ltd has announced that uranium concentrate production and drumming were achieved at the Langer Heinrich Mine (LHM) on 30 March 2024.



The company said focus will now shift to product...
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                Foreign reserves drop to N$55,4 billion

                            
                April 4, 2024            

            
                            
The Bank of Namibia’s stock of international reserves declined marginally by 0,7% month-month to N$55,4 billion at the end of February.



The fall was on the back of higher net commercial bank outfl...
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                NBL to join Heineken global platform

                            
                April 4, 2024            

            
                            
Namibia Breweries Limited plans to join the Heineken global platform in the next 12 months to enable the company to leverage scale for cost benefits in packaging and raw material as legacy contracts ...
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cVONWDYjioo
            

        
 
        















































































